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About us

AUEB Students’ Investment & Finance Club

Our purpose
AUEB Students’ Investment and Finance Club is a non-political and non-profit student
initiative, and the first Finance Club amongst Greek Universities, founded in 2013.
It aims to promote the social dimension of Finance, demonstrate the potential positive
impact of investments on society, train and inspire its members on different functions of
Finance.
For this purpose, we plan and implement innovative activities which are mainly related to:
Investments and Stock Markets
Consulting
The broad universe of finance through activities such as insight days, internships,
workshops and involvement in research
Building a strong network with other European finance clubs and maintain a strong
alumni base
Last but not least, we emphasize on the cultural fit of our members, in order to ensure the
Club’s success, and for this purpose we have established a selection process. Thus, our
members are well-rounded and highly motivated individuals with a genuine interest in
Finance.

Organizational Structure
General
Assembly

Management
Board

Audit
Committee

The General Assembly consists of the members of the Club as well as honorary
members. It is held annually and decides on any matter of the Club.

The Management Board is consisted of 5 members of the Club with one year
incumbency. It is elected by the Annual General Assembly and their role is the
management of the Club and achieving the objectives of the Club.

The Audit Committee is elected by the Annual General Assembly as well with one year
incumbency. Their role is to supervise and monitor the financial management of the
Club.
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Mergers and Acquisitions reached slightly over $1 trillion in the first quarter of 2022 according to data provider Refinitiv.
That’s the fourth largest Q1 tally ever but compared to last year a small number in front of the $1.3 trillion of activity. The
first quarter, began with a surge of Omicron cases and the invasion of Ukraine from Russia, all while inflation surged
worldwide and public equities fell. By the numbers: Private equity volume grew 17% year-over-year to $288 billion,
meaning it represented nearly 28% of global M&A, although the number of deals fell by 23.3%. U.S. M&A activity fell to
$517 billion from $644 billion in Q1 2020, while China M&A dropped to $65 billion from $121 billion.
March saw several high-valued M&A deals, especially in the TMT sector. Audience and Analytics company, Nielsen was
acquired by Evergreen and Brookfield-Led Consortium for $16 Billion. HP acquired Poly, a hybrid-work capabilities
company, for $3.3 Billion while Goldman Sachs will buy Chicago-based fintech NextCapital for an undisclosed amount
and JP Morgan, Global shares, an Irish fintech firm. Finally, Deutsche Telekom reportedly started the sales process for its
mobile towers business for €18 billion.
Major universal companies have decided to exit Russia, cutting business and financial ties, following the invasion in
Ukraine. Specifically, companies like Nestle, Uniqlo, Adidas and Philip Morris are cutting sales and stopping mass
productions in Russia. In the Financials sector, Deutsche Bank, Goldman Sacks and JP Morgan Chase among other
multinational banks are winding down their business in the country and advising clients to stop investing.
In the Foreign Exchange Market, news regarding the war in Ukraine and the Monetary Policy Decisions of the Central
Banks acted as the driving factors. The risk-off market mood was clear throughout the month. Consequently, safe havens
such as the US dollar benefited from this situation, registering monthly gains against other major rivals, including the
Euro, British Pound, Yen and Swiss Franc.
In the Fixed Income Market, this month included a clear upward movement in interest rates especially in Western
Countries. Two of the largest central banks, Fed and BoE, decided to put aside recession concerns and consequently
increased their key interest rates in order to fight inflation. On the contrary, the ECB didn’t increase its main rate but it
moved towards a more tightening monetary policy for the same reason. This resulted in a big sell-off in the bond market.
On the other hand, in Asia, inflation doesn't seem to be a primary concern, thus there was no need for monetary
tightening. Finally, the Russian invasion of Ukraine didn’t just fuel up inflationary pressures, but it also caused a huge
turmoil in the Russian Market.
In the Commodity Market, oil reached multi-year highs as global sanctions on Russia along with the already enormously
high inflationary pressure perplexed the situation even more. However, OPEC's statements on pumping more oil into the
market and Putin's statements regarding the continuance of exports led to a relative price de-escalation.
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EUR/USD
During the first week of March, EUR/USD plummeted due to the intensifying war in Ukraine that had a
bigger impact on the euro. On Mar. 4, EUR/USD had its worst day in 2 years, dropping down to 1.0926.
The shared currency recovered at the start of the second week, as peace talks between Ukraine and Russia
took place. However, on Thursday Mar. 10, ECB revised its forecast for 2022, downgrading growth and
upgrading inflation. As a result, EUR/USD slightly decreased at 1.0909. Positive news regarding Ukraine
was the key factor that EUR/USD registered 4 straight positive days, despite the rate hike of 25 bps by the
US central bank on Wednesday Mar. 16. Eventually, it finished the week around 1.1055. The following week,
risk aversion and mixed news regarding the war kept EUR/USD inside the 1.0970-1.10 area. Finally, in the
last week of March, EUR/USD extended its gains due to the weakening of the dollar, with the DXY
dropping by 0.6%, and finally consolidated at 1.1065.

GBP/USD
Strong US labor data and the fact that the dollar was less affected by the war than the British pound were
the reasons that GBP/USD slightly decreased to 1.3225 in the first week of March. GBP/USD continued
registering losses as the risk-aversion theme in the market favoured the safe haven US dollar. On Friday
Mar. 11, the pair reached a YTD low at 1.3036. A market turnaround combined with another increase in
borrowing costs by the BoE on Mar. 18 resulted in a strong rebound for the British pound the following days.
GBP/USD gained 1.07% on the week. On Mar.22, risk-on market mood and the DXY drop helped
GBP/USD gain 0.74% on the day. Nevertheless, despite UK’s CPI that was released on Mar. 23 being
higher than expected, broad US dollar strength kept the pair stable to end the week at 1.3188. On Mar.28,
GBP/USD decreased due to expectations of a rate increase by the US central bank but rebounded, ending
the month at 1.3133.

USD/JPY
USD/JPY edged lower in the beginning of March, as the safe haven yen benefitted from the risk aversion,
closing the first week at 114.78. The second week, the market flourished and on Mar. 10 the US February
CPI was announced to be the highest in 40 years. As a result, USD/JPY skyrocketed to 117.28. The pair kept
advancing after the Fed increased rates on Mar. 16, and reached a 6-year high of 122.33 on Mar. 24 due to
the higher energy prices (Japan is mostly importing). The pair gained 1.74% on Mar.28, by virtue of the BoJ
moving into the market to prevent bond yields from rising, but then dropped concluding the month at
121.66.

USD/CHF
USD/CHF hovered around 0.9170 during the first week of March amid a risk-off market mood. In the second
week of March, the pair advanced as the dollar strengthened and the Swiss National Bank decided to hold on
to negative rates. On Mar. 15, the US central bank was ready to announce rate hikes, so USD/CHF attained
an 11-month high of 0.9410, before dropping for three consecutive days. USD/CHF continued its decrease
despite higher US Treasury yields and eventually ended the month around 0.9226.

References: Bloomberg, Investing.com, Reuters, Financial Times, FXStreet
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Oil
Oil concluded the first week of March at a multi-year high as Russia’s invasion in Ukraine intensified. On
Monday March 7, oil prices soared as the US said it is willing to ban Russian oil imports and Britain said
it will phase them out by the end of the year, which pushed oil prices higher by 4% the following day. On
Wednesday 5 March, prices registered their biggest drop in nearly two years, after the United Arab
Emirates supported pumping more oil into a market railed by supply disruptions, due to the sanctions
implied on Russia. Additionally, the Russian President Vladimir Putin announced his intention to honor its
energy sales to all its customers, even those who had punished Moscow for the war against Ukraine. Oil
prices sustained their downward movement, hitting their lowest point in two weeks on Monday 14 March,
with WTI briefly breaking the 100$ level on signs that diplomacy might help de-escalate the war. On
Tuesday 16 March, crude prices tumbled for the third straight day, heading for their biggest weekly loss
since the outbreak of the coronavirus pandemic, but the pattern reversed on Tuesday 17 March, as oil
prices climbed by 8%. The following week, crude prices rebounded further after the Russian Ministry of
Energy warned that Russian and Kazakhstan oil exports via Caspian pipeline consortium may fall by up
to 1 million barrels daily due to storm-damage berths. In the next few days, crude oil was fluctuating with
no clear direction, as the EU could not agree on a plan to boycott Russian oil. Moreover, on Friday it
managed to reach the 120$ level, as traders reconciled the impact of a missile attack on an oil
distribution facility in Saudi Arabia. The following day, crude prices neared again a two-week low, while
the Russia-Ukraine talks progressed. Finally, oil prices settled down above 100$, at $103.24, because of
concerns linked with supply tightening and the growing prospects of new western sanctions against
Russia.

References: Bloomberg, Investing.com, Reuters, Financial Times, FXStreet
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Gold (XAU/USD)
During the first days of March and following the beginning of the war, gold witnessed its strongest week
in years, as XAU/USD reached a (at the time) YTD high of $2002.67. On Wednesday 9 March, gold
prices reversed sharply from above $2050 to under $2000, a daily drop of nearly 3.0%. The metal’s
decline could be linked to concerns that diplomacy may help to overcome the geopolitical tussle. Gold
retreated even more on Friday 11 March, as Russian President Vladimir Putin’s comments on making
some progress in talks with Ukraine eased demand for the safe-haven asset, that was further pressured
by the likelihood that the U.S. interest rates were set to rise. The yellow metal continued its journey
southward of that level on Monday 14 March, hitting a 10-day low around $1,950, as the initial shock
over the Russian-Ukraine war seemed to wear off amid signs that diplomacy might help resolve the
crisis. After the announcement of the interest rate decision by the Federal Reserve, XAU/USD traded
around $1,920 during the penultimate week of March, after pulling back from $1,938 and registering a
low point of $1,910.73. On Wednesday 23 March, XAU/USD accelerated and reached a fresh daily high
of $1,936.69 a troy ounce, a move which was supported by the poor performance of US indexes. Gold
continued its upward movement on Thursday 24 March, as concerns over soaring prices and
uncertainty surrounding the war in Ukraine lifted bullion's appeal as a safe-haven and an inflation
hedge. Finally, in the last days of the month, the precious metal prices enjoyed a nice rebound from
$1890 back to the $1915 area.

References: Bloomberg, Investing.com, Reuters, Financial Times, FXStreet
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Fixed Income Highlights
March was a crucial month for fixed income. The Ukrainian war added up to inflationary pressures which first appeared
in the last quarter of the previous year, as it boosted raw material and energy prices. Generally speaking, rising prices
was the main concern for every large economy with the exceptions of China and Japan. As a result, there was a constant
debate regarding the appropriate way that the central banks should deal with this situation, as finding the perfect
balance between fighting inflation and supporting the economy is difficult task. The Fed was the first major central bank
to raise its target rate, followed by the Bank of England later on. The ECB hasn’t made a move yet to increase its
refinancing rate which is still at 0% but it has already announced measures of monetary tightening. All of this led to a
higher interest rates macro environment. The Central Bank of China is probably not considering a restrictive monetary
policy, while the Bank of Japan is making small steps towards monetary easing. Finally, especially this month, we should
make an extensive mention of Russia's monetary policy and fixed income.
On March 16th Jerome Powell, Fed’s chairman, announced a 25 bps increase on Fed funds target rate from 0,25% to
0,5% and he also admitted that he expects another six-interest rate increases during 2022. Even after this move
inflation projections remain high, a fact well depicted by the increase on TIPS to nominal US bond yields spread which is
around 3,5%. In that case, the Fed's board has brought on the table a 50 bps increase even for the next meeting. All this
uncertainty and probable interest hikes has brought significant increases in medium-term US government bond yields.
For instance, during this month the 2-Y treasury yield has increased by 1,1% and the 5-Y by 0,98%, and a lot of value in
the 23 tn debt market has been lost. Actually, the US bond yield curve has been inverted for the first time after the 2008
Crisis, suggesting a probable incoming era of recession. Corporations have seen a sharp of borrowing costs and many of
them stopped the issuance of new bonds because of the increasing cost.
On the other side of the Atlantic, as we mentioned before, the Bank of England hiked again its official rate to 0,75%, a
25 bps increase from the rate that was decided by its committee in February. It seems that t he previous hike wasn’t
enough to reduce the inflationary pressure.
In Europe, which is probably the area of the world mostly affected by the Russian sanctions, inflation is a major
economic and political issue, with a projected rate of 7,5 % y-o-y for March. Even though it seems that monetary
tightening is essential, there hasn’t been any hike on ECB’s refinancing rate. The only thing that was announced this
month is a restriction on the quality of assets the central bank will accept as a collateral for loan, meaning that banks
who possess non-investment grade bonds, with the exemption of Greek bonds, will not have access to direct borrowing
from ECB by Q3 of 2022. The reason behind this inaction is probably the conviction of many key officials including
Christine Lagarde that inflation is temporary and, thus, sudden moves may cause economic damages in the long run.
Bond yields have also increased in the Euro Area for almost every country of the union. For instance, on march 27th the
Schatz was trading at a discount suggesting a positive yield for the first time after 2014. For many that signals the end of
subzero yields in the Eurozone.

References: Bloomberg, Investing.com, Reuters, CNBC, Financial Times, Morning Star
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Fixed Income Highlights
In Asia, inflation is not regarded to be a primary concern. China had an inflation rate of about 0.9% y-o-y in February
which doesn't even meet the target of 3% set by the government. The Central Bank of China left its 3,7% base interest
rate unchanged during the month of March. Moreover, low inflation may allow bank officials to implement expansionary
monetary policy in order to further support economic growth. Chinese government bonds have performed greatly during
this month and the 10Y yield actually fell by a few bps. Some traders even consider Chinese bonds as a safe haven given
the volatility of US and Euro Area Markets.
Japan is another example of an economy which seems relatively protected against the risk of high inflation. Central
bank's interest rate remained in negative territories for another month, while the BoJ announced it will purchase 10Y
government bonds in order to achieve the 0.25% interest rate target. With this intervention, the price of government
bonds remained relatively high and it did not stop Yen from crumbling.
Russia’s fixed income market was in a huge turmoil this month. Since February 24th, the date of the invasion, the
central bank of Russia increased its base rate to 20%, an astonishing 10,5% hike in order to support its currency. We
need to mention at this point that bond trading stopped by the end of February and restarted on March the 21th due to
huge market volatility. That forced JP Morgan, ICE and other index providers to dismiss Russian bonds from their indices,
as liquidity was strained. The yields for the 2Y and 10Y peaked from 10% to 16% and from 9% to 14% respectively, in the
first days of trading, but by the end of this month they stabilized around 12,5% and 11,2%. Putin and his colleagues
implied that some of the USD denominated bonds would be paid in rubles which would technically mean a default. But
actually, every liability was paid in full and in USD. The US ministry of finance announced that it will give the option to
buy Russian bonds in rubles at their full-face value. Traders actually interpreted it as good news since it will reduce the
hurdles for local investors to get paid. On the other hand, corporate Russian debt faced difficulties and many bonds of
well-established companies were trading at around 30% or 40% of their face value.

References: Bloomberg, Investing.com, Reuters, CNBC, Financial Times, Morning Star
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Hg invests in IFS and Workwave:

Dubai’s DEWA Boosts Retail Offer in One of
Region’s Biggest IPOs:

Hg Capital announced that it has invested in IFS
and Workwave, formerly IFS Group. The value of
the investment was not disclosed but the combined
valuation of both companies is US$10 billion. That
Hg invested in both companies is slightly surprising.
EQT separated the two companies in June 2021.
EQT remains the majority shareholder and TA
Associates retains its “significant minority”
shareholding that it gained in July 2020.

Dubai's main power and water utility set price
guidance for its initial public offering at the top end
of its range to raise $5.7 billion, making it the
largest listing in Europe and the Middle East since
Saudi Aramco in 2019. Dubai’s main power and
water utility increased the retail tranche of its initial
public offering, which is poised to be the largest
listing in Europe and the Middle East since Saudi
Aramco in 2019.

Axis Bank acquires Citi's India consumer business:

HP Will Acquire Poly for $3.3B, Adding Hybrid
Work Capabilities:

Private sector lender Axis Bank on Wednesday
acquired Citigroup's retail banking business in India
for Rs 12,325 crore. The acquisition is subject to
customary closing conditions, including receipt of
regulatory approvals, the bank said in a regulatory
filing, adding that it expects the requisite approvals
in 9-12 months.

Computer technology company HP Inc. (NYSE:
HPQ) is set to acquire video and voice solutions
company Poly (NYSE: POLY) in a deal said to
accelerate HP’s growth strategy, particularly for the
hybrid working environment brought on by the
pandemic.

Goldman to buy retirement plan robo-adviser
NextCapital:

Nielsen Enters into Agreement to be Acquired by
Evergreen- and Brookfield-Led Consortium for
$16 Billion

Goldman Sachs will acquire Chicago-based fintech
NextCapital, a robo-adviser that provides retirement
planning guidance and technology to corporate
clients, in a bid to shore up the bank’s asset
management services. Although details of the
transaction have not been disclosed, the deal is
among the bank’s five largest ever in asset
management, according to the Financial Times.

Nielsen Holdings announced that it has entered into
a definitive agreement to be acquired by a private
equity consortium led by Evergreen Coast Capital
Corporation, an affiliate of Elliott Investment
Management L.P. , and Brookfield Business Partners
L.P. together with institutional partners (collectively
"Brookfield") for $28 per share in an all-cash
transaction valued at approximately $16 billion,
including the assumption of debt.

UnitedHealth to buy home health business LHC for
$5.4B:
UnitedHealth has inked a deal to acquire home
health and hospice provider LHC Group for $5.4
billion as payers continue to elbow into home health
delivery and COVID-19 accelerates the trend of care
being delivered outside of hospital settings.
Clearlake Capital, TA Said to Explore Precisely
Stake Sale:
Software maker’s value would top $7.5 billion
including debt. Clearlake Capital Group and TA
Associates are exploring options including the sale
of a minority stake in data-integrity software maker
Precisely, according to people with knowledge of
the matter.

KKR in talks to buy fertility clinic giant
KKR is in advanced talks to buy Spanish fertility
clinic chain Ivirma Global for between €2.5 billion
and €3 billion, per Bloomberg. Ivirma claims to be
one of the world's largest reproductive medicine
groups, with around 75 clinics and 28 labs in nine
countries.
Spotify anounces $310 million sponsorship
Spotify officially announced that it has struck a
major four-year sponsorship agreement with
Barcelona. As expected, the deal will see Spotify’s
logo splashed across the Spanish football giant’s
shirts from July 1, and even result in the worldfamous stadium, the Camp Nou, being rebranded
with Spotify’s name.

References: Bloomberg, Financial Times, LawTimesMedia, Healthcaredive
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Instacart Slashes Its Valuation by Almost 40% to
$24 Billion:
Instacart Inc., a pandemic darling that’s now facing
decelerating growth, is slashing its valuation by
almost 40% to about $24 billion, a move it says
will help the company attract talent and adapt to
market conditions.
Berkshire Hathaway to Buy Insurer Alleghany for
$11.6 Billion:
Berkshire Hathaway Inc. on Monday said it agreed
to buy insurer Alleghany Corp. for about $11.6
billion, as billionaire Warren Buffett’s investment
vehicle puts some of its massive cash pile to work in
a deal that bolsters its insurance arm.

Prologis launches bid for Blackstone's 21 billion
euros warehouse portfolio:
Prologis Inc, the world’s biggest warehouse owner,
has launched a bid to buy Blackstone Inc’s portfolio
of logistics properties in what would be the largest
ever private real estate deal, the Financial Times
reported on Monday.
Anaplan to be Acquired by Thoma Bravo for $10.7
Billion:
Anaplan, provider of a leading cloud-native
platform for orchestrating business performance,
today announced that it has entered into a
definitive agreement to be acquired by Thoma
Bravo, a leading software investment firm, for
$66.00 per share in an all-cash transaction valued
at approximately $10.7 billion. The offer represents
a premium of approximately 46% to the volume
weighted average price of Anaplan stock for the
five days ending March 18, 2022. Upon completion
of the transaction, Anaplan will become a privately
held company.
Sycamore and Hudson’s Bay Prepare Kohl’s Bids:
Private-equity firm Sycamore Partners and
Canada’s Hudson’s Bay plan to submit separate
takeover bids for Kohl’s Corp. that could value
Kohl’s above $9 billion, according to people
familiar with the matter.

Rogers said to begin seeking Shaw wireless buyers
for US$16 billion takeover:
Rogers Communications has opened a data room
and begun talks with potential buyers of the
wireless assets of Shaw Communications as it tries
to gain regulatory approval for a US$16 billion
takeover.
AMC Theatres (AMC) Enters Gold and Silver
Mining:
AMC Entertainment Holdings, Inc., the leading
operator of movie theaters worldwide, has
announced it is buying a 22% stake in Hycroft
Mining Holding Corporation (HYMC), including the
71,000-acre Hycroft Mine in northern Nevada.
According to independent third-party studies cited
by AMC, the Hycroft Mine has some 15 million
ounces of gold deposits and some 600 million
ounces of silver deposits.
JPMorgan to buy Irish fintech firm Global Shares:
JPMorgan Chase & Co said on Tuesday it would buy
Global Shares, an Irish fintech firm whose software
helps businesses manage employee stock plans. The
deal, the terms of which were not disclosed, was
expected to close in the second half of this year.
Founded in 2005, Global Shares manages nearly
$200 billion in assets and its cloud-based platform
is used by more than 600 clients.
Pearson rejects $8.5 billion approach from Apollo:
Pearson said on Friday it had rejected two takeover
approaches from investment firm Apollo (APO.N),
saying its latest $8.5 billion possible cash offer
undervalued the global education group, which was
confident in its own strategy.
Deutsche Telekom kicks off tower sale:
Deutsche Telekom reportedly started the sales
process for its mobile towers business as part of
broader efforts to maximise the value of its
infrastructure assets. Reuters reported the Germanyheadquartered operator is working with Goldman
Sachs as adviser in the sale of its 40,600 masts,
which the news outlet’s sources suggest could fetch
up to €18 billion.

References: Reuters, Investopedia, Financial Post, WallStreetJournal
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Discovery
Shareholders
WarnerMedia Merger:

Approve

$43

Billion

Russian banks turn to China’s UnionPay as Visa,
Mastercard pull plug:

Discovery investors voted in approval of the company’s
$43 billion acquisition of WarnerMedia from AT&T to
create Warner Bros. Discovery during a special meeting
of stockholders, marking one of the final formal steps
before the transaction can close.

Russian banks turn to China's UnionPay as Visa,
Mastercard pull plug. Russian banks may begin
issuing credit cards with China's UnionPay after
Visa and Mastercard announced the suspension of
their Russian operations due to the invasion of
Ukraine, according to media reports citing the
Russian central bank.

Orange and MasMovil in exclusive talks to form
€19.6bn Spanish joint venture:
Orange and MasMovil are in exclusive talks to combine
their Spanish businesses through a €19.6bn joint venture
in what is likely to be the first of several attempts this
year to streamline Europe’s fragmented telecoms
markets.
China Considers Buying Stakes in Russian Energy,
Commodity Firm:

China is considering buying or increasing stakes in
Russian energy and commodities companies, such as gas
giant Gazprom PJSC and aluminum producer United Co.
Rusal International PJSC, according to people familiar
with the matter. Beijing is in talks with its state-owned
firms, including China National Petroleum Corp., China
Petrochemical Corp., Aluminum Corp. of China and
China Minmetals Corp., on any opportunities for
potential investments in Russian companies or assets, the
people said. Any deal would be to bolster China’s imports
as it intensifies its focus on energy and food security -not as a show of support for Russia’s invasion in Ukraine.
Google boosts cloud security with $5.4 billion Mandiant
deal:

Alphabet Inc's (GOOGL.O) Google is buying cybersecurity
firm Mandiant Inc (MNDT.O) for $5.4 billion in a deal
that could trigger a "ripple effect" as cloud rivals
Microsoft and Amazon also ramp up efforts to fortify the
fast-growing business.
First
Horizon
(FHN)
Up
Announcement by TD Bank:

on

$13.4B

Buyout

First Horizon Corporation FHN and TD Bank Group TD
signed a definitive agreement for TD to acquire FHN in
an all-cash transaction valued at $13.4 billion, or $25 for
each FHN common share. This represents a premium of
37% to FHN’s closing price on Friday, before the deal
was unveiled. Owing to the financially compelling
transaction, shares of FHN rallied around 29% in
yesterday’s trading hours.

KKR, Macquarie-led
Networks:

group

eyes

UK

Power

A consortium led by KKR and Macquarie Group is
nearing a deal to acquire electricity business UK
Power Networks, according to reports. The
takeover could value the company at as much as
$20 billion.
Chelsea owner Roman Abramovich confirms club
are up for sale:
FRoman Abramovich has confirmed his intention to
sell Chelsea. ESPN reported earlier on Wednesday
that the 55-year-old was willing to listen to offers
for the club, and Abramovich confirmed the plans in
a statement released on the Blues' website.
Healthcare Realty Trust to combine
Healthcare Trust of America in $18B deal:

with

Healthcare Realty Trust (NYSE:HR) and Healthcare
Trust of America have agreed to a $18B deal that
brings together two of the largest owners of medical
office buildings (MOB), making the combined
company the largest pure-play MOB REIT, with
almost double the square footage of the next largest
MOB portfolio. This would make TD the sixthlargest U.S. bank in terms of assets, significantly
expanding its footprint into the Southeast. It's also
TD's largest-ever acquisition, despite a history of
inorganic growth.
Shell Quits Russia, Joining BP as Oil Giants Object to
Attack on Ukraine:

Shell, Europe’s largest oil company, said on Monday that
it would exit its joint ventures with Gazprom, the Russian
natural gas giant. It is joining BP, which said on Sunday
that it would sell its nearly 20 percent stake in Rosneft,
the Russian state-controlled oil company.

References: New York Times, Seeking Alpha, WSJ, Reuters, Yahoo Finance, Bloomberg, Financial Times
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News Headlines
HSBC sells local network to Pancreta
HSBC announced on Monday it had agreed to sell its branch operations in Greece to local bank Pancreta Bank, as the lender
further sharpens its focus on its biggest market, that being Asia.
Hellenic Bank entered into an agreement to acquire a performing loan portfolio from RCB BANK LTD.
The Transaction involves a performing loan portfolio of gross book value of € 556m, related cash collateral and other credit
balances of € 89m and letters of guarantee of € 23m. As part of the Transaction.
DBRS Morningstar brings Greece one step from investment grade
Greece unexpectedly got to the brink of investment grade on Friday night as DBRS Morningstar upgraded the country’s credit
rating to ‘BB high’, from ‘BB’
Energean Investment Plan
Greece born E&P company Energean continues working on its $3 billion investment plan in the Eastern Mediterranean with a
new project based in Israel. Their latest endeavor, an $80 million drilling project aimed at storing 110 billion cubic metres of
gas, could meet Israel's energy needs for the next 10 years
Attiki Odos Bids

Attiki Odos, considered the "crown jewel" of Greece’s infrastructure projects, has already received 15 expressions of
interest from major international players, including Spain’s ABERTIS, Portuguese company Brisa, and Italy’s
Autostrade per l'Italia - Persone, along with major Greek names AKTOR SA - Intrakat_Official - INTRASOFT
International. Bids for the management services of the highway are expected to exceed €2 billion.
Cosmos Aluminium acquired MC-Chargers
COSMOS ALUMINIUM agreed to acquire 51% of MC-Chargers, as well as the possibility of covering future financing
needs from Cosmos Aluminium. EY acted as the financial advisor to MC Chargers.
Wind and Solar power portfolios
Swedish renewables developer OX2 acquired two portfolios of wind and solar development projects in Greece with a
combined capacity of more than 500 MW.
Greece Banks on Bumper Summer as Airlines Vie to Add Flights
Greece is gearing up for a tourist season almost back to pre-Covid levels as airlines pile on flights and people starved
for travel shrug off inflation and other deterrents. Demand is resilient in Britain and Germany, the biggest source
markets for visits to Greece, while the Nordic nations will produce significant traffic, Tourism Minister Vasilis Kikilias
said in an interview in Athens. British Airways, Ryanair Holdings Plc, EasyJet Plc and Jet2 Plc are seeking more flights
than in 2019, when tourist numbers reached a record 31 million, and Air France and its Transavia arm will have a
strong presence.

References: Dealtracker, Naftemporiki, Capital.gr, Bloomberg, Greece Investor Guide
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Our emblem, a symbol of the creation and the deeper mentality of our club.
In the center, there is the legendary mermaid, the Medusa’s head,
which had the ability to turn into stone whoever dared to look it in the eyes.
It’s undoubtedly an Ancient Greek element. The choice of the mermaid is a
kind of allegorical gate. Looking Medusa is like looking into yourself in the eyes
and putting the greatest effort to overcome your biggest fears. You can
either step back or proceed forward in a way that will make you considerably
stronger.

At the bottom, the phrase «esse est percipi» is written. The deeper
meaning of this expression is that the perception of something, is what really
establishes the foundations of its existence. It consists of an element of the
philosophy of “plasticity” that describes the world, or in other words it is a basis
that highlights the fundamental importance of the power of ideas and
analytical thinking in its creation, by providing many different alternative
dimensions and perspectives.
Last but not least, the background is dominated by the exciting wheel
of luck (rota fortunae). As it is lyrically mentioned in the poem collection
Carmina Burana of the 13th century, “Fortune rota volvitur; descendo
minoratus; alter in altum tollitur; nimis exaltatus; rex sedet in vertice; caveat
ruinam!”

